A Solomani surveillance drone, working for the protection of the Race. The PCs should get used to seeing eyes in
the sky: this particular high atmosphere, sub-orbital, long-duration drone is used in low-pop/no-pop worlds. On
higher-pop & higher-tech worlds, Solomani Security has a far broader range of surveillance networks.
This graphic is titled “Beyond the Mirror: Saber” © Adriano Portugal.
See his work at https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Beyond-the-Mirror-Saber-702717503
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Petre is certainly a solid addition to the crew, loyal to Family and Emperor, and will do his level best to meet his
duty: but what he is really looking for is the opportunity to fly again. Flying starships, flying ship’s boats, flying grav
vehicles, and perhaps one day trying on a grav belt, gliding about over a low-G landscape, or using a set of artificial
wings within a zero-G habitat.
Closing theme: “Riding the Wind”, Gareth Coker, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cx06VKCP8z0
128

And now, the Solomani migrants, all Pure Solomani members of the Popai ethnic group, with historical ties to
House Popa, from which they were exiled centuries ago. Note the last digit in their UPP refers to their rank in the
Solomani Party, not their Social Standing within Imperial Society.

Amosez Ting Popa
Family Patriarch
“Expanding the Race”

UPP 17CBCC, Age 70, Pure Solomani
Homeworld: Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus, hex 0118, A889A9A-E
Skills: Zero-G - 3, Leadership - 2, Medical - 2, Grav Vehicle - 1, Vacc Suit - 1, Survival - 1, Pilot - 1, Gravitics - 1,
Linguistics - 1, Ships Boat - 1, Handgun - 1, Navigation - 1, Laser Weapon - 1, Ship Tactics - 1, Jack-o-Trades - 1,
Paint/Sculpture - 1, History - 1, Streetwise - 1, Swimming - 1, Computer - 0, Rifleman - 0
Member, Terran Adventurer’s Society
129

Languages: Rim Anglic, Delbra Stellar Creole

Visual: This old but far from retired spacer is easy to spot: thin boned, very pale, with a huge white mane sprouting
from his head, ‘able to blind a man from 20 paces’. He’s a successful, knowledgeable, and clever spacer… who
spent far too many decades in zero-G, and now has to wear leg and spine bracers to prop up his weakened
130
muscles and bones. Like most of the leadership of the Solomani migrants, he wears a finely tailored business
suit, as opposed to the mix of practical clothing and Noble robes and capes the senior Imperials prefer.
Opening theme: “Deep Shadow”, T.T.L. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJWT2bJCbM4
131

History: Born Amosez Ting Vaparen in a family with strong Party ties , the now-aged patriarch graduated from a
Party-affiliated merchant academy, and spent his early years on the big interstellar freighters. But the man really
built his wealth and reputation trading with the various zero-G space cities and colonies that are often found near
the high-pop/high-tech worlds, notable gas giants, and resource rich but uninhabitable worlds. He remained a
member of the Solomani Home Guard until just a few weeks before he had to board the Popagroup for a one-way
journey into Imperial Space.
Goal: As a minor power in local Party politics, Amosez has some political pull that he used to help ease the
negotiations to bring the Popa migrants – including himself – into Imperial Space. He certainly remains a racial and

128

Well, almost all…
“Delbra Stellar Creole” is a trade tongue of Sailent Subsector, primarily by the independent traders of
Fugit/Salient. “Strong on Race, but they have some weird fetishes when it comes to unfiltered starlight and
electronics…”
130
Still, at least his overall constitution, including his circulatory system, is doing well. “All that exercise and
supplements weren’t a complete waste of time and money!”
131
Goggle up ‘Princelings’ and ‘Red Diaper Babies’ sometime…
129
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Party loyalist, but sees it as his mission to protect and husband the return of a small but pure part of the Ruling
132
Race back to the Imperium that it built. From small seeds, mighty oaks grow, after all…
Note: As advised, Amosez Ting Vaparen changed his name to Amosez Ting Popa as part of his preparations for the
move into the Imperium. However, while he did swore loyalty to House Popa, he has pointedly rejected several
133,134
promptings to make an oath of loyalty to the Imperial government,
so has been warned about maintaining
135
ties to the Party and to Solomani Security. Regardless, Amosez intends to remain as active a Party member as he
can in the Imperium, but will shun violence and legally punishable forms of treason: strengthening the spirit of the
136
Race, rather than plotting the immediate overthrow of the Imperial government, is what he’s about.
Closing theme: “Alien Manifestation”, Keiichi Okabe, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGuOD24NZ4g

Imperials have little sympathy for the Solomani nobles who are exiled to the Confederation.
“You can’t serve two masters… and you have chosen poorly.”
This graphic is titled “Exhiled” © Wolfgang Amadeus LeBlanc. See his work at
https://wolfgangleblanc.deviantart.com/art/Exhiled-718731508

132

Yes, Amosez somehow managed to completely wipe out/negate the role of the Vilani (‘…and all of the
other lesser breeds…’) in building the Third Imperium. The actual justifications and rationalizations he uses are
left for the PCs to discover for themselves.
133
Remember: the Third Imperium does not formally recognize the existence of the “rebellious organization
that calls itself the ‘Solomani Confederation’”: according to Imperial Law, all Confederation citizens are really
Imperial citizens in denial. And in any case, Imperial citizenship is automatically assumed for all organic
sophonts within Imperial borders, unless proven otherwise.
134
Interesting, that he is willing to swear loyalty to a mixed-race family, but not to the mixed-race Imperium.
135
As of 1105, the Solomani Party has only been recently re-legalized within the Imperium, and remains
closely watched. Still, peaceful activities, including propaganda, public Solomani celebrations and cultural
activities, and non-violent marches and demonstrations, are tolerated by the Imperium: the attitude of
planetary governments vary, as usual.
136
You know that big wheel who you know for a fact has contact with the bad guys, but keeps his own hands
nice and clean? Yeah…
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Net Cola Popa
The Voice of Freedom
“Of Blood and Love”
UPP 689A35, Age 26, Impure Solomani
Homeworld: Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus, hex 0118, A889A9A-E
Skills: Linguistics - 2, Intrusion - 2, Genetics - 2, Disguise - 1, Streetwise - 1, Forgery - 1, Bribery - 1,
Handgun - 1, Wheeled Vehicle - 1, Vacc Suit - 1, Sensor Ops - 1, Commo - 1, Grav Vehicle - 0, Computer - 0,
Laser Weapon - 0, Stealth - 0, Sub-Machinegun - 0,
Languages: Rim Anglic, Rim French, Modern Vilani
Visual: A rather bland-faced, non-descript woman, practically a model of the ‘average Solomani woman’: mildly
coffee-hued skin, round face, shoulder-length black wavy hair, brown eyes, a touch on the plump side. She dresses
in the ho-hum average Solomani working-class manner as well, which helps with encouraging people to utterly
137
forget about her two minutes after entering the room.
Opening theme: “L'Origine Nascosta”, Ludovico Einaudi, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87I8Lw6EEY8
History: Born Net Cola V-Regi, Net Cola was raised as a Popai, and always thought of herself as Pure Solomani. As
such, she was eager to use her childhood studies to help her sister Krala (now a geneticist of some fame on
Hipponax), and together they managed to push their way out of their startown slum and shipping container
homes, overcoming rampant (if very polite) hostility for their low-class origins with their wits, social skills, and
academic excellence, capped by being co-authors for a paper – a bio-compatible study between Solomani genetics
138
and certain local plant life – that won a respected regional award.
While physically able to pass for Pure Solomani on visual inspection, the young woman was surprised and ashamed
139
to discover that she was less than 100% Solomani when applying for a job with the Solomani Party. Sympathetic ,
her recruiter pointed her to a special division within Transstar – a Solomani Party-allied megacorporation, one of
two megacorporations solely tied to the Solomani people.
Officially, she worked in the Human Resources division – stress on the human – but unofficially, she worked in both
observation and as a cut-out between various SolSec operatives and sympathetic Imperial Solomani interests. Her
success in gathering & distributing actionable intelligence let not merely to commanding True Humans in the field
at a young age – a very high honour, practically unheard of in most Solomani organizations (and spoken of only on
a need-to-know basis within Transstar) – but even earning the right to have any child she conceives of genetically
altered to fit the Pure Solomani profile, with the cost cheerfully borne by Transstar itself!

137

This look and dress is great for hiding in plain sight within Solomani-dominated space. In the Imperium, the
camouflage is only somewhat effective…
138
This is partly inspired by three 17-year-old girls in Taiwan, and their high school research project on
‘Antimicrobial activity Salvia hispanica’. For more information, see their prize winning report at
http://www.shs.edu.tw/works/essay/2016/04/2016040115092400.pdf
139
Let me point out that one reason for they sympathetic treatment is that she and her recruiter were borne
on Hipponax, one of the most racially liberal and soft-core worlds of the Solomani Confederation. This even
applied to her famous sister: numerous worlds would never allow a Fake Human to have any professional
position in society. And especially not one tied to genetic technology!
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“In this rare image taken on July 19, 2013, the wide-angle camera on NASA's Cassini spacecraft has captured
Saturn's rings and our planet Earth and its moon in the same frame….Earth, which is 898 million miles (1.44
billion kilometers) away in this image, appears as a blue dot at center right; the moon can be seen as a fainter
protrusion off its right side. An arrow indicates their location in the annotated version. (The two are clearly seen
as separate objects in the accompanying composite image PIA14949.) The other bright dots nearby are stars.”
Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Space Science Institute. The use of this imagery should not imply
that NASA endorses this fanzine in any form or fashion. See the original graphic at Space Images:
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA17171
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Currently: On her recent return from Imperial space back to Hipponax, Net Cola was given a new set of mission
orders from her handler. In obedience, she resigned from Transstar, was able to join the Popai migration group,
140
changed her family name to Popa (as did her husband) and – with sub-rosa assistance from the Solomani Party –
was manoeuvred into a leadership position for the less-than-racially pure immigrants. Naturally, she vocally and
enthusiastically supports the move to Imperial Space, and is admired by many of the most pro-Imperial migrants.
Her final goals are unknown, even to the Party: her placement is more to give the Party and Solomani Security
141
useful pre-positioned assets in the future, rather than operatives to be used immediately. However, the Referee
142
should know that 1) both herself and her husband remain loyal to the Party and the Race, 2) her most precious
possession are four well-protected refrigerated vials, each of which contains an embryo of herself and her
husband, each of which has been altered to be Pure Solomani, and 3) she is also one month pregnant, also with a
genetically tweaked Pure Solomani child.
Closing theme: “Omoi no Hate ni”, Kaoru Wada, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rLRHAwKykA

Academician Pacon Sarala Hawken
The Famous Scientist
“A Journey to a Decision”
UPP 385A89, Age 47, Pure Solomani
Homeworld: Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus, hex 0118, A889A9A-E
143
Skills: Sophontology - 6, Cryonics - 3, Linguistics (Study of) - 2, Biology - 1, Medical - 1, Genetics - 1, Computer - 1,
Sensor Ops - 1, Mechanical - 1, Research - 1- Linguistics - 1, Astrography (Aslan Hierate) - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0,
Rifleman - 0, Carousing - 0
Languages: Rim Anglic, Trokh (the Aslan language)
Visual: A typically scrawny intellectual-type, of vague Arab/East Indian descent. Looking at him either running
about or tied to his lab table, you’d think he hasn’t left the lab in the last two decades… and you’d be very wrong.
Opening theme: “The Gracious Core”, Mark Isham, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bbN24LWgsA
History: After earning his doctorate from the prestigious Owsent Institute of the Mind on Hipponax, Dr. Hawken
focused his studies on the interaction of low berths, deep sleep/cryopreservation, and mental activity (with the
occasional foray into cellular regeneration, especially in regard to neurological cells).
His ticket to scientific rock star status was the seven years in the Aslan Hierate, working with the Sophont research
community there to compare research studies regarding the impact of comparative medical cryopreservation and
cryonics, and how these factors impact Aslan and Solomani brains – both biological and mental behaviour – during
the ‘freezing’, ‘frozen’ ‘thawing’ and ‘thawed’ states. As the senior author of a string of notable papers on the
subject, he was awarded the title of Academician, and given budget and administrative responsibilities for high144
level Confederation research on the interaction of Sophontology and Cryonics across Canopus Sector.

140

Her skills as an agent are quite good, but her skills as a politician leaves a lot to be desired. There is no way
she can remain leader of the most pro-Imperial faction of the migrants: at least, not without a helping hand…
141
The Vilani aren’t the only ones who can think long-term…
142
I leave it to the Referee to detail her husband, determine his history and skill sets, and his own long-term
goals.
143
Usually, each Linguistic point refers to one learned language. But here, I am referring to the field of
linguistics (the rules of language) as a whole.
144
ACTUAL sophontology: a.k.a. the study of sophont intelligence. In the 1105 Imperium, ‘studies in
sophontology’ is often a cover for (highly secret) Imperium-sanctioned psionic research.
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In addition to his breakthrough research and studies in cryonics, the Academician has made “five
145
breakthroughs, three major advances, and seven minor discoveries” to his name. The secondary
discoveries were mainly drawn from data analysis, experiments, and detailed comparisons between the
Solomani, Imperial (“Mixed Vilani”), and Aslan low berths on
o
o
o

their use in civilian and military transport,
their long-term use as the ‘low watch’,
as medical support for placing severely wounded soldiers in suspension,

with a special focus on mental activity during and after use among these sophonts.

The scientist is just as driven as the conqueror, the missionary, the trader.
Only the nature of the treasure he seeks differs. This graphic is titled “First Contact II” © Andreas Rocha.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/First-Contact-II-709502777
Academician Hawken jumped at the promotion initially… and eventually grew to loathe the relentless
administrative duties, the endlessly gamed ‘peer review’ process, and the petty politicking over grant money,
position, and prestige. He also resented the watchful eyes of senior Solomani Party ideologues, making sure that
he didn’t cross the line and challenge the doctrine of the Solomani Superiority in any way.
Goals: When the opportunity arose to carefully monitor hundreds of Solomani migrants, kept in low berths on a
journey to Imperial Space, he was able to grab it for himself and his handpicked medical/research team, quickly
shucking off his political and budgetary duties to someone – anyone – else, at least for a year or two. His dual

145

Generated using the procedure for scientists, found in Challenge magazine, Issue #29. Hurray for the (aging,
but still useful) MegaTraveller Character Generator!
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mission in the Popagroup convoy: 1) insure that the very maximum of low berthers survive the entire process, and
146
2) suck in every byte of low berth data for analysis, especially data on mental activity.
Note: Academician Hawken is not a member of the Popai ethnic group, will not join House Popa, and – at least at
the start of the adventure – expected to return home to the Solomani Confederation after transporting the lowberthed migrants, and gathering the valuable data he seeks.
Closing theme: “Inside”, Moby, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=531MZcx_y6o
Below: A possible interview between an Imperial reporter on the science beat and Academician Hawken,
soon after entering Imperial space. Whether it ever takes place depends on several things: for example, if the
Academician decides to defect, or in the end comes back home…
Hawken: “…but it isn’t the professionals that worry me most: they have bigger fish to fry, and if they really wanted
to kill me, then I’m already dead. It’s those Racial Patriot lunatics that worry me: no discipline, no art,
just kill-kill-kill…”
Reporter: “But aren’t you dead either way? And don’t you have a better chance to survive an amateur-hour
attack?”
Hawken: “Sure, I’ll give you that. But professionals prefer to leave no traces, and generally want to keep collateral
damage down: the Party has to worry about public opinion – ‘the morally upright, truly noble, close-to-God Real
Humans vs. the cold, soulless, ruthless bio-mechanical Vilani’ storyline – and have a reputation to protect among
both Confederation Solomani and Imperial Solomani.”
Reporter: “’Borders don’t matter. Blood does,’ as the Party proverb goes.”
Hawken: “Exactly. The restrictions the enemy tries to put on you are just obstacles to be overcome or subverted or
circumvented, but the rules you put on yourself actually matter. Moreover, proper, tightly-focused SolSec
terminations mean fewer clues for the Imperial Services to work with. Unthinking, untrained, impulsive amateurs
don’t worry about any of that optics or evidence stuff, though.”
Reporter: “So once again, warfare is 90% spiritual.”
Hawken: “I’d say mental, myself.”
Reporter: “How about moral?”
Hawken: “Let’s agree on principle-based. But I agree with your main point, though: the critical focus is on the
minds of the sophonts in question, not the tools at hand.”
Reporter: “As a celebrated sophontologist, how do you see the moral dimensions of intra-species warfare?”
Hawken: “Well, let’s just say that the Party’s insistence that only the Solomani mind has access to such a set of
non-materialistic principles requires additional collaboration with objective evidence and findings. Due to security
concerns and Party restrictions, I am unable to say anything more. I’m sure you understand.”

(Following) The course of the Popagroup does not lead to Terra: but many bars, restaurants, homes,
and religious shrines across the Solomani Sphere displays images, photos, and relics from that sacred world.
The more daring and patriotic Solomani starship captains have a ritual, ‘Paying Respects’, when they sneak their
ships on their last voyage across the Imperial border to Jupiter, just to see the world of Terra as
a distant glint in the firmament. “If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning.”
This graphic is titled “Giant Skies II” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Giant-Skies-II-416123210

146

In support of both goals, all the low berths in the convoy have been modified to the latest technology to
better increase the chance of survival for the occupant, and to transmit a broader range of data – especially on
brain activity, electrical and biological – to redundant arrays of data crystals.
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Qurez Bao Popa
The Business Magnate
“The Outsider”
UPP 746895, Age 51, Pure Solomani
Homeworld: Hipponax/Hulda/Canopus, hex 0118, A889A9A-E
Skills: Admin - 3, Manufacturing Processes - 2, Finance (Corporate) - 2, Instruction - 2, Hunting - 1, Survival - 1,
Liaison - 1, Finance (Corporate) - 1, Grav Vehicle - 1, Sensor Ops - 0, Laser Weapon - 0, Handgun - 0, Streetwise - 0,
Jack-o-Trades - 0, Chemistry - 0, Electronics - 0, Computer - 0, Hang-Gliding - 0
Languages: Rim Anglic
Visual: Qurez has a Mestizo/Native American cast to his face, but shares the light skin of the Popai ethnic group,
itself an offshoot of the Romanian people. While a successful businessman, he doesn’t care much for conventions,
dressing as he pleases and inventing words on the fly, if it better gets the message across quickly.
Opening theme: “Dreams of a Journey”, Michael Nyman, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJ3_pFGq5_I
History: A true Hipponaxian, Qurez – born Qurez Bao Serenzman – initially built his business in providing hard-tosource goods and services for the wealthy non-Solomani visitors and residents to his world. As he grew in the
ability to serve them, their referrals brought in more business… and more Party investigators.
Hipponax is friendlier to aliens than most Solomani worlds, but even here, the economy is structured to benefit the
Solomani first and most. But Qurez never really cared about the racial hierarchy: all he wanted to do was make
more money, and the best way to do that is to insure that his customers could get more money to pay him. He
carefully studied the situation, looked at various angles, and figured out a number of ways to circumvent the more
onerous restrictions without waving a red cape before either the Party or various Human Rights groups.
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It is preposterous to suggest that a respected business magnate has any connection to this hypothetical ‘alien
underground network’, and highly irresponsible to insinuate that a key hub of such a subversive web would be
located on one of the most wealthy and liberal worlds of the Confederation. Such unproven slander only brings
division to the Race when unity is needed, and should bear no weight on the deliberations of this Party Council.
– Councilwoman Basem Sahnoun, Solomani Party, Hipponax, March 1, 2520.
Over the years, some additional restrictions have been placed on the aliens and the parahumans: but in time, each
of those restrictions were also circumvented or eluded. The occasional reporter and media expose screamed
bloody murder, and a big hubbub followed: but as time marched on, fewer and fewer people really cared, so long
as the right public noises were made by the Lesser Sort. Qurez eventually learned to make fat donations to the
more active and influential Human Rights groups, and the quiet and unspoken result was that they decided not to
147
attack, or even mention, his business or his clients. “A good investment, if I may say so myself!”
148

Currently: While Qurez avoided formal punishment, his Party rank remains on the low side for his wealth. Now
in his 50s, Qurez was the first major leader within the Popai ethnic group to commit to the move to Imperial Space.
149
He decided to divest control of his corporation, and used over 50% of the cash freed up to fund the move. About
a year ago he change his formal family name to Popa, and swear and oath of allegiance to House Popa – the first
one to do both. He plans to make a formal oath to the Half-Breed Emperor as well, after crossing the
Imperial/Solomani border.
Goals: Qurez plans to use his remaining wealth to establish a nice personal estate on the new world of Kapakoo,
and as seed money for several new business ventures he has sketched out in his mind. Some of these start-ups
should survive and grow, providing employment for the migrants as they integrate themselves into Imperial
society in general, and House Popa specifically. If everything works out as planned, his people should prosper over
the coming decades, doing well for themselves by doing good to others… for a reasonable fee.
Closing theme: “Together with the Moon [Extended]”, Riei Saito, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIfqUtrUrPY

(Following) The Desert Whales, put to work in expanding the human presence on Kapakoo for the greater good
of family, clan and tribe. This graphic is titled “Giant Skies III” © Adrian Mark Gillespie.
See his work at https://tk769.deviantart.com/art/Nomad-Desert-Blimps-III-356071813

147

This is actually an old-school Rockefeller tactic. “Now you’re thinking like a corporate Imperial Noble! But
keep your military mind oiled up: you’ll have occasion to put it to work, don’t worry about that!”
148
ALL Pure Solomani are automatically members of the Party.
149
A large percentage of this money was shipped ahead of the Popagroup, but a good chunk of the proceeds –
in Solomani Credits, bearer bonds, and other easily-converted stores of value – is actually on the Invisible
Cities ‘in a secure and hidden location’. And no, that place isn’t in his shipboard cabin.
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